West Coast League

Power Rankings
Season two Round 3
Gee, these coaches seem to think the season is a sprint, not a marathon.
The league is streaking ahead at a break neck speed, with only a couple of
teams trying to progress at a reasonable pace to ensure they don’t exhaust
their playing group too soon and peak too early. We are already seeing clear
leaders in Groups Rancor and The Cheese Meister, whereas Group Smelly-It
Wighthead is already proving to be an arm wrestle for the top spots in the
division. So that means Group Smelly-It Wighthead is the division to watch
and the other two are just snore-fests.
Anyway, onto the power rankings and the ups and downs of the league teams.

The Contenders
Those horrible teams at the top of the rankings that make all the others
feel inadequate and pathetic. Oh how Nuffle loves these powerhouses and all
the pain and misery they inflict on the rest of the league.

1. Man-Terror Raiders
Let’s be honest, although the Raiders notched up another win, it was a bit
of a stinker. After the amazing start to the season, with nine touchdowns
in the first two games, to see the Raiders held to a single touchdown by a
rookie Dawi team was disappointing for their fans – but not to the rest of
us as it shows there might actually be a chink in that rotting armour.
The main workhorse for the defence was All Mourn, who cleaned up a couple
of the Bearers during the game. As for the offence, well it was unimaginative
and boring so no need for further comment about it. The Raiders still sit
at the top but they should be concerned the Jets will soon be knocking
them off the rankings throne.

2. Gang Green Jets 1
The wrecking ball that is the Jets have been at it again, battering an
opposing team into submission. The Jets, like the Raiders, seem unstoppable
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at the moment and the brutality meter has been turned up to eleven! Once
again the lead destroyer was Matt Clawte, who added another couple of
casualties to his tally. Mr Clawte is leading the league in casualties, with
seven recorded against his name after three games. It should be noted that
the Jets have finally given up a touchdown, thus leaving the Raiders as
the only team to not concede any points. With a chink in the Jets defence
finally appearing, does this mean we could see future opponents devising
plays specifically to take advantage?
From an offensive point of view, there doesn’t seem to be any problems as
the Jets ran in three touchdowns, with ghoul runner Crisp Hackenburn
claiming two of them for himself. With the offense firing on all cylinders,
the Jets have a real chance of claiming the top spot in the league and the
rankings as the Raiders’ offence seems to have slowed a step.

3. Overdosis 2
Nothing like winning without even trying! The Elgi were spared any potential
hurt with the Vikweenz being a no-show for this round. With some roster
stability and players having additional time to recover from any nagging
soreness and injuries, Overdosis should be set to dominate their division for
the remainder of the season and keep the upstart rookie teams at bay.

4. The Pussrots 2
The slow, slimy shamble to the top is progressing well with another win
for the Rots. This time the team slammed their way through another rookie
team and although no deaths, there was some crippling of Thagorakki. The
star of the game was Pargestix, who smashed Thagorakki into the dirt as
well as staying focused enough to actually get the ball into the end zone,
the stinky freak even managed to successfully pass the ball! With another
win the Rots continue their climb up the rankings and also pushing hard
for the top spot in a tightly contested division.

5. Tennessee Tainted 3
The Tainted win again. It wasn’t pretty and it wasn’t a dominant display,
but another W is always preferable. This game saw more of a team
contribution from the lads, with no one player dominating the stat lines.
Perhaps Coach Brunificus has made it clear there will be no showboating for
the blessing of Nurgle and everyone needs to play to their potential to
keep the team moving forward. That being said, we all know the followers
of the Ruinous Powers can’t help but compete against the opposition and
amongst themselves for the favour of Grandpappy Nurgle. At least for this
round the team effort sees the pukes from Tennessee climb back up the
rankings.
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6. Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers 4
It was all going so well for the Freaks until they ran into some puss-filled
Rotters. Obviously the stench of the puss-filled bodies over-powered their
sensitive little noses. Overall, it was an underwhelming performance from
the Thagorakki, with barely a dent made on the team metrics. Coach
Darthproph needs to do something urgently to get the team back on track,
otherwise the rumblings in the front office could see him removed and a more
competent replacement found who will save the team from falling further
down the rankings. Admittedly, it’s unlikely we will see such a situation
play out with an almost guaranteed win in the team’s next game against
the Vikweenz.

The Pretenders
They think they have a chance but the rest of us know that Nuffle
just messing with them – nothing like building up a team only to watch
crumble and fail. Nuffle loves a good joke and it sucks when he decides
laugh at your team – thankfully I share Nuffle’s twisted love
schadenfreude and laugh right along with him!
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7. Pigskin Runners 2
Coach Clipsal has proven to all that he can whip a bunch of unwashed Umgi
rabble into the semblance of a Blood Bowl team. The Runners are showing
themselves as a team able to handle all comers – their latest victims being
the seasoned Emerald Dragons. Perhaps the Runners were lucky this round,
getting the Dragons on the downward slide of the rollercoaster that is the
Dragon’s form or maybe they really do have the hutzpah to take down the
senior teams in the league and not just their rookie counterparts. The main
weapon of the Runners success on this day was Sticky fingers, who managed
to get the ball into the end zone three times, including the key score in
overtime. The Runners continue their steady climb up the rankings and I am
sure their fans are hoping it will continue and that the team won’t suffer
any sort of injury curse.

8. The Gladiators 2
Hmmm, another Elgi team who benefited from a forfeit. It seems that some
shadowy figure is trying to manipulate the League to ensure the Elgi are
in some way actually competitive. We all know it will take more than bribing
some garbage rookie teams to lose for any Elgi to be taken seriously by the
rest of the League. As for The Gladiators themselves, I am underwhelmed by
this team and the only reason I have any time for them is because their
coach is actually a skilled team manager and tactician.
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9. RedruM 5
You say nice things about a team and look how they repay you – by losing
to those sad little leaches from Bon Temps. I really thought the Umgi of
RedruM had the moxie to compete with the big boys and stay in the ranks
of the contenders. Oh well, I should have known better than to have any
sort of trust in the feckless race that is the Umgi. The drop in the
rankings reflects my disillusionment in Coach DaBlackSkull. I shake my head
at his failure and he should be ashamed his team have proven to be such a
disappointment.

10. Tropic Thunder 3
That game must have been a little demoralising for the Thunder. Not only
did they get done on the scoreboard, they also watched two Jets players
they thought were truly dead knit themselves back together in the Jets
dugout in time for the next drive. The Thunder were always going to struggle
in this game as the Jets have been on a rampage so far this season. The
consolation for Coach MBoye is that at least they faced the Jets early in
the season instead of later where the damage could have been much more
crippling. I expect next round they will go back up the ranking as they
have the speed bump that are the Squibs trying to stop them.

11. Bon Temps Tru Bloods BBC 4
The rebound kings are back – the Tru Bloods have bounced back with a win
over a rookie team that was supposedly a threat to the seasoned teams.
Not only did the Tru Bloods win, but they actually managed to hurt some
opposition players instead of just their own thralls. The key player for
the Tru Bloods was Godric, who played a decisive role in keeping the chains
moving with some accurate passing. The ball was shared around the receiver
group and the fact there were so many receiving options really tested the
opposition defence. Now the bump up the rankings is nice for the Tru Bloods
but I honestly expect them to tumble back down soon enough.

12. Emerald Dragons 1
We are in the downward slide of the rollercoaster ride that is the Dragons.
This was the second game in a row the Dragons went to overtime – can we
call it a trend yet? To be honest, we have come to expect the Dragons to
yoyo from wins to losses and back to wins just like they did last season.
Although, somewhat uncharacteristically the Dragons actually managed to
put up a decent score, even though they still hit like snotling toddlers.
The two stars that shone for the Dragons were Sastean and Athasil, who
made sure the team stayed in the game with a strong passing/receiving game.
Although the Dragons lost a spot this round, I expect them to go back up
again as we go back up the hill on this bad-boy rollercoaster.
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The Delusional
The forlorn hope, the lost and the damned. You get the gist of where I am
going with this, the bottom rungs of the power rankings ladder.

13. Blue Meanies
Couldn’t beat the Squibs!

14. Savage Sloths 2
Living up to their names, the Sloths were so slow to get to their latest
game that they missed it entirely! I am sure the opposition enjoyed the
easy win and maintaining a healthy playing roster.
There are dark rumours surrounding the Sloths at the moment. There seems
to be a financial crisis brewing that involves alleged embezzlement by the
Chief Financial Officer. Also, whispers abound of an imminent League Commission
investigation into possible use of performance enhancing drugs by the playing
group. I have grave concerns about the longevity of the Sloths – not many
clubs could survive such a deluge of controversies and problems. Obviously
with a no show at their latest game the Sloths slide down the rankings.

15. Fingot’s Fingerlicking Squibs 3
I feel like I have been cock-punched by an ogre – such is my pain that I
have to elevate the Squibs from the bottom of the rankings where all Grobi
should be. The Squibs surprised everyone by actually not losing a game, sure
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it wasn’t a win but to not lose is still better than I would have bet my
beer on these snotling fondlers ever achieving. It was a day for shocks as
one of the Grobi, not a troll but a little runt, even managed to hurt one
of the Meanies with a legitimate block! How embarrassing for that Meanies
player.
I have to give it to Coach Rex, he finally found a team willing to take his
Teef as a bribe so he won’t have to go through the rest of the season with
only losses recorded against his Grobi coaching record. Let’s face it – bribery
is the only explanation for this band of slimy little cowpat munchers
getting the better of an Urk team, especially one coached by Coach OSOI.

16. Megashoota Vikweenz 2
Hmmm, so they didn’t even show up for their round 3 game. I tried to contact
team management to find out the reason for the forfeit but all I got was
an answering service. It seems the team were called away to some sort of
tribal pow-wow. It all seems like a complete load of Urk bollocks and I have
grave suspicions Coach Frosthammer may have murdered the team out of
frustration at the sheer stupidity of the greenskin race and recruited new
players. I am prone to speculate that unfamiliar looking players will be
wearing familiar looking uniforms for their next game – although it could
be said that all Urks look and smell the same to the rest of us nongreenskins, i.e. hideously ugly and rancid at the best of times.

17. The Flying Frenchmen 1
No surprises the Frenchies are slipping further down the rankings, although
it must be somewhat humiliating for Coach Hymn to be ranked lower than
Coach Rex and his Squibs. I am sure Coach Hymn must be frustrated that
his loveable band of amphibian losers couldn’t even manage a single touchdown
against a Nurgle team, the sort of team they should be able to leap and
dance around. The silver lining for the Frenchies was the fact the rostered
playing group didn’t suffer any permanent injuries and thus they weren’t
the main course in the post-match celebration – after all, everyone loves
frog legs stew!

18. Grudgebearers 1
Officially worse than the Squibs and ranked last – shave your heads Dawi,
the priests of Grimnir await your oaths! The only consolation is the fact
the Bearers managed to keep the Raiders to a single touchdown and weren’t
slaughtered in the process. Coach ROullette has a lot of work to do to
redeem his reputation as a Blood Bowl coach – although, there isn’t much of
a reputation to salvage. The only way is up from here, so tighten those
armour straps, tuck in those beards and start winning!
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Right, off to work on Round 4 as these coaches seem obsessed with playing
High Speed League!
Also, a quick reminder to everyone to check out WAFFL media – the most
trusted source for WAFFL news and updates! Do yourself a favour and check
these Facebook and Youtube links.
Dare you argue with the rankings? Do you think the old drunk has lost his
mind? The power rankings will be reviewed after the completion of each
round. Feel free to share your thoughts about the rankings on the WAFFL
facebook page.

Signed

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/thestinkydwarf/
Twitter https://twitter.com/thestinkydwarf
Tumblr https://thestinkydwarf.tumblr.com/
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